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The Sega Charts» 
‘Al the chart action forall the Sega systems 

in every issue of STC. 

elcome gereenE SONIC THE BUNGLES 
Hey, Boomers! There's only one Sonic ... or is there? At 

least that was the case until Boomers 

began honouring their pets with the name. 

A Sonic & Knuckles disposable camera 
will be awarded to each snap happy hume 
who gets their photograph in print. Get 

Welcome to another 
mega edition of the U.K.'s 
official Sega comic. As 
usual STC’s hedgehog host 

with the most gets the 

issue underway with a 
special complete Sonic 

1 @ WINTER OLYMPICS 
2 at» BALLZ 
3 ~w ROAD RASH 3 

snapping! 4 ow FIFA SOCCER “95 
5 == ETERNAL CHAMPIONS 
6 \w PGA EUROPEAN TOUR GOLF 

story, Beware Predicto. % Sonic & Knuckles Camera Winner 7? @ TOEJAM AND EARL 2 Rebecca Anderson, Stockton-on- 

8 4 MARKO’S MAGIC FOOTBALL 
Q ~w MICRO MACHINES 2 
10-4 PUGGSY 

There's a new kid in town 
in the form of that multi- 
hero, Kid Chameleon, 
plus a certain knock-out 
echidna, Knuckles —= GROUND ZERO TEXAS 
continues to pack a punch “@ WORLD CUP USA “94 

1 

; j FALL in Total Chaotix. To = saath 3°w PIT 

complete the starry set up, ~ 4 1 BATMAN RETURNS 
i 5 ww FIFA INTERHATIONAL SOCCER 

that jet-powered furry 6 ~w MICKEY MANIA 
possum, Sparkster, 7-~w BRUTAL: PAWS OF FURY 

launches into the second — Sea Cae 

part of STC’s out-of-this- 9 a MIC Li 

world series Last of the LOS URISEUNT 
Rocket Knights. 

The hot new Knuckles 
release Chaotix is under 
the Review Zone 
microscope, plus there's 

another sega-sational pin- 

up on the back page 

featuring Sonic & 

Knuckles - sure to be the 
fastest stick-up in the 
west! 
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1 q@p BRAM STOKER’S DRACULA 
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3 -@ DESERT SPEED TRAP 
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5 —= ROBOCOP U TERMINATOR 
6 @ COOL SPOT 
7?-@ STAR WARS 
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10—= DESERT STRIKE 
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THAVE NAMED. 
THE ROBOT PREDICTO IN 
REFERENCE TO HIS POWERS 
‘OF PREDICTION! 

POSSIBILITY 
INFACT, HE HAs: 

BEEN PROGRAMMED WITH! 
(tHE cHarAcTeRistics oF 

ALL THE OUTLAWS! HE WiLL 
Rx onr-THiNk THEIR Every 
i MOVE! 

ANTICIPATED 
SUCCESS RATE 
ONE HUNDRED 
PERCENT! 
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Enter the zone that brings you 
reviews of all the new releases 

for the Sega game systems. 
Reviewer: 

Nick Protz. 

T awnsville 

C H a 0 i a] . mates x The major difference between Chaotix and 

game type: PLATFORM Previous Sonic-type platformers is that you are ‘linked’ 

to another character throughout the game. This link, an 

1 PLAYER energy stream between two gold rings, acts like a rubber 

band. It remains intact through all the action except in 
the event of a direct hit. At no point can youdisengage 

from your partner but you can select 

a differente'pal’ at the start of each 
level, 

Learning how to master and 

manoeuvre the two linked characters 

can be tricky at first. However, 
thanks to some excellent on-line 

help, you'll soon learn how to pull off 
Spectacular leaps, amazing bursts of 
speed and a neat 'Slinky-type’ effect! 

Chaotix has five zones to explore, 
each one with five levels appearing in 
fandom order, There are plenty of 
bonusiievels (and agreat new Special 

Stage) to help, build up rings.and 
lives. There is alsolayolever final 

stag@land.a tricky boss to deteats 

Since the Mega Drive $2%add-on first 

appeared earlier this year, STG, has 
been swamped with letters from 

anxious Boomers wondering when the 
first Sonic gamewould appear on it. 
Well here itis .., SortioflIn fact Sonic’s 

friendly rival Knuckles takeSithe 
Spotlight in Chaotix, @ platform game. 

that)wouldn’t shame the Cool Blue One 

himself. 
Joining/Knuckles are several 

brand-new charactersiRather than 

reveal who they are here, checkout 

Knuckles’ own story in this very issue! 
There's also a new location and new 

zones fowisit. Oh yes, and old egg- 
breath himselfDoctor Robotnik, is 

around to cause more trouble. 



Great momentum and the 
back-drops are bright, 
Colourful and.highly detailed 

Chaotix puts the Red- 
Dreaded One firmly into the 
video game superstar league 

fwatch out Soniel). It offers 

a decent challenge and 

femains,true to the Sonic 
tradition of great platform. 
games. It's also a good 

excuse for finally getting 

that 32X add-on you've been 
promising yourselft 

Chaotix is somewhat 

predictable compared to previous 
Sonic games. The early levels 
jon't offer much of a challenge, 

nitial end-of-level bosses are 

asily defeated and it's not too 
hard to keep all your rings. That 
said, the speed and eye-popping 
raphics effects of this 82X cart 
re brilliant. The characters have 

PUBLISHER » PRICE 
SEGA £49.99 

GRAPHICS 
Ce << a | 

SOUND | 
Coc c+ aa | 
PLAYABILITY | 
fecooscocoltl | 
RAVES ; GRAVES 
Fast ahd Collld’be 
furious, 

action 





COOK Art: BRIAN WILLIAMSON STEVE WHITE 
HL LWAS wusT 
WONDERING. YOU HAVEN'T 
SEEN BRAD. 
RECENTL 

|WADWT SEEN HIM IN TWO WEEKS. 
BOYFRIEND'S STILL TRAPPED IN WILDSII 



STILL YEAH, I'M 
MISSING? 

SSING, 8 LOST ITS LAST TWO MEE 
‘THE FOOTBALL ELEVEN'S 
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MY BAM! 
‘MISTER SIMMONS! 
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UT GETTING fe 
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BRAD'S A REAL HERO TO THIS SCHOOL. 
YOU WOULON'T CATCH HIM SITTING OW 
HIS BADKSIDE ALL DAY PLAYING SPACE 
INVADERS 

ITE TOUGH, MISTER 
HAND-EVE 

GALL THAT A 
CHALLENGE? FINGER 

A IND BUTTON 
PUNCHING? YOU SHOULO 
8E OUT ON THE FOOTBALL 

FIELD, LAD. CHANGING 
ROOMS ~ NOW, 
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Mickey Mania was a 
beautifully 
animated 

platformer, but 
the game was a 
pretty tough 
cookie to crack, 
Once again, David 
Gibbon reveals the level 

secrets to this 
game! 

= 
LEVEL ONE - STEAMBOAT WILLY 
Simply keep heading right and follow the advice listed. 
When you reach the tallest house, jump onto the far right 

spring which will throw you up to the second floor. Reach 
the top floor by first jumping onto the far left sign. 

Ringing the bells at the top will open a nearby bridge. 
Continue right, to the end. 

HAZARDS 

THE COW: At the beginning of the level, jump onto the 
bottle and this will fire the cork into the cow's mouth. 

Quickly jump back to avoid the wandering musical 

notes. 

SWINGING BALLS: As the first ball swings 
towards you, jump over it and collect the 

Marbles and Stars. Now jump right, over 
the second ball. 

THE BOSS: To destroy each of the four cog 

wheels, throw marbles at the bottom two, then 

use the available springs to jump up and reach the 

higher wheels. Keep on the move to avoid the falling 

bombs; however, you can jump across the bombs as they 

fall! 

HINTS 

THE ROAMING DOG: Jump on the dog’s back while 
standing on the top right edge of the cabin; he'll fall 
through and create a hole in the ground. Fall down here 
and head left to pick up extra energy. 

MOVING CRATES: As the cranes’ hook lowers to collect 
a crate, stand on top of it and you'll be carried over to 

the pier. Other crates will appear later in the level, but 

beware as they collapse if you stand for too long! 

WINDOW LEDGES: When you come to one of the homes 

in the level, it's possible to reach higher via the window 

ledges. 

The idea is to rescue Mickey's dog, Pluto, who can be 
found at the end of the last round. However, you've got to 

get through these seven rounds first. 

ROUND ONE: Kill the bats at the beginning then head 
right to finish. 



ROUND TWO: Head right, 

but be careful at all times. ye 3 

HREE: Here's 

where things heat up! 

Mickey is placed ona 

runaway wagon with many 

obstacles ahead. Each time 
the wagon is about to sink, 
make sure you jump to the 

Mickey & Pluto taking a stroll 
in between dodging falling 
branches, rocks and a 
rampaging moose! 

Head right, but 
take it slowly. Branches and 
rocks are falling all over the 
place! When Pluto stands 

rigid, get ready to jump 
next wagon as you're about ” because a moose is about to 
to enter the water. If you = Lo { y charge! 
jump too early, you'll miss 

the next wagon! p This is the 

most visually-appealing level 
ROUND FOUR: Keep on the move and make your way in the game! Keep running to get away from the moose. 
ORR CATCRCRCCUETRCUMCCIINN Dodge the rocks, jump the water and pick up the apples 
in the air to avoid them. to win! 

ROUND FIVE: Similar to Round Two. 

ROUND SIX: As you go up in the lift, fire as soon as you 
see a Skeleton, taking care to dodge the flying bones! 

ROUND SEVEN: Push the glass jar under the first plaque, 
then go up and stand on the plaque. A drop of liquid will 

fall into the jar. Repeat this with the other two plaques, 
then push the jar onto the Bunsen burner. Stand on the 

button to the right of the burner and wait until the jar 

explodes. 

SKELETONS & BATS: See Top Tips. 

MEAT CAR $ (Round One): Hanging on the walls, 

approach slowly because they fall to the ground as you 
get closer! 

SWINGING ROPES (Rounds Two & F : Before you 

Swing to the other side of a pit, shoot any baddies in the 
air and on the other side where you're going to land. 

FIRE (Round Two): Avoid standing around for too long or 

Mickey will get burned. Get past any fire by jumping 
through it as fast as possible. 

MAD DOCTOR: The Doc will open his cloak and proceed 

to throw red bottles at you. Move away, whilst throwing 
marbles at him. Once defeated, go right to meet up with 

Pluto! 

Played over two rounds, the first part of this level sees NEXT ISSUE: Mickey Mania - the conclusion 



THE WORLD OF ELHORN. 

ONCE A REALM OF 
TRANQUILLITY AND 
BEAUTY RULED 
‘OVER BY 4 GENTLE 
Princess. 

FROM CASTLE ZEBULAN HE RULE 

AND DEATH IS THE 
PUNISHMENT FOR ANYONE WHO DARES 
MENTION THE NAME 
OF ELHORN'S FORMER 

eR 
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PEEDLINESYS 

Dear Megadroid, 
Something shiny and gold 

caught my eye while | was shopping in 

the local supermarket. On closer 

inspection, | saw it was the cover of 
STC’s 50th issue. | bought the comic 

and was very impressed with the 
Stories, reviews and tattoos. Long may 

STC live well into its hundreds! 
Leigh Hay, Bolton, Lancashire. 
GG owner. 
Sonic Stationery Winner, 

‘Hay,’ Leigh - glad that on 
this occasion you judged a 

comic by its cover! 

Dear STC, 
Please can you tell me if you 

can use Mega Drive games with the 
new 32X? 

Aled Edwards, Blackwood, Wales, 

amie Wilkes, Shirley, W. Midlands BD owner. 
Sonic Stationery Winner Michael Franks, Wolverhampton, Sonic Stationery Winner, 

GG/MD/MS owner. 
Sonic Stati a 

| Juror Signt! | ai ties Bi iatcanuece ory Prizes to be despatched within plugs into any Mega Drive 
° 

Just in case the tennis gets rained off - 
anyone for football? 

Fox on the run! 
+ 

approximately 28 days of publication. If ir Mega-CD. As well as 
STC, you haven't received your prize after that | working with the new range of 32X 

| think Knuckles is the ugliest time, please ask for Helen Waller on games, all graphics and sound are 
esident on the Floating Island, and 0171 344 6400, super-charged. 

n my opinion he needs a face lift and 
should get to grips with his hair! 

Joseph Davies, Cheshire. ll j 
Sonic Stationery Winner, 

Knuckles is the only sts comprising ofa Segasationl Sonle 
- sident on the Floating vee pencile) can te yourst Boomers will find this 

d, Joey Boy! pt SS aa 
cient St provers ne Mighgrove Stationery set ust part of x rang of megaticiaus Sonic 

produ valde from moe roti stoners Ifyou have problems ining 
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HE LIGHTS ARE ON 
...BUT WHO'S AT HOME? 

SPARKSTER! 
CHAOTIX ACTION! ROCKETS INTO PART 

THREE! 

CHANGING FACES! 

STC 55 - A HEAD OF ITS TIME! 
ON SALE SATURDAY, 24TH JUNE 1995 | 

£1.15 




